
To assign a skill through Google Classroom, open the skill 
and click Share skill at the top right. Then, click the 
Google Classroom icon.
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Using IXL with Google Classroom

Assign IXL skills to your students through Google Classroom with just a few clicks.

Effortlessly track class and student progress with our real-time Analytics.

QUICK-START GUIDE

Select the appropriate class from the 
drop-down menu, and choose how 
to assign the skill to your students.

We recommend using the method 
that is part of your regular routine. If 
you want the assignment to appear 
in your Google Classroom 
gradebook, select Create 
assignment. Click GO.
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Create the settings for your new assignment. Click Assign.

If you assign skills daily, consider including the date in the Title to make it easy to track.

Include Instructions to let students know when to mark the assignment as complete. For this 
example, we’ve asked students to reach a SmartScore goal of 80.

To assign the skill only to speci�c students, select their name(s) from the For drop-down.

Set the Points to match your SmartScore goal. You may also select Ungraded if you like.

Select a Due Date.
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The Student Perspective

Students can click directly on the skill link to go to IXL and work through the skill. They should be sure to log in to 
IXL before they begin. When they reach their SmartScore goal, they can return to Google Classroom and click 
Mark as done.



You can easily add more IXL skills to your assignment with just a few clicks. First, �nd the assignment in Google 
Classroom and click Edit.

Students can now access all of the skills from within the assignment.

Click Add and select Link. Enter the URL for the IXL skill you wish to add and click Add link. You can add as many 
skills as you like. Then click Save.

Assigning Multiple Skills
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Check student progress with the Skill Score Chart. Click 
Analytics > hover over Scores > click on Skill Score 
Chart. Using the drop-down menu, you can navigate to 
the skill or enter the skill’s search shortcut.
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Scroll down to view each student’s score, number of questions answered, time spent practicing, and date 
last practiced.
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